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Abstract 

The correlation between the polarizations of L 0 

and /\., 

particles and an electron-positron pair In the reaction ~ 0~1\•+ et-+e
ls treated ·depending upon the relative parity of 2:. 0 and 11: 
The correlations for positive and negative relative parity are 

essentially different, If It Is possible to get polarized ;E;C? particles, 
the measitrement of the above correlation may turn out to be a compara
tively oonvenlent way for determining the relative parity of z:o and /] ~ 

In papers /1,2/. it was pointed out that the reactions 

may be used for determining the relative pargy of L 0 and 

have been calculated for the positive ( +) and negative ( - ) 

them is 12- 13%. 

.L 0->A«+a Z:~/1°-f-e +-t-e-, 
. . 

t1 particles. The conversion coefficients 

relative parity. The difference between 

The c~lculated spectrum of J\ - particles turned out to be sensitive to the parity in the range 
of small momenta, but, unfortunately, small momenta are less probable. 

The determination of the correlation between. the linear photon polarization and the polarization 

of ~ 
0 

and 1\ 
0 

suggested in/2/ consists in the ~ecessity of m~asuring the photon polarization, what 
is likely to be difficult ( see, e.g., an analysis made in/31). 

In the present note the correlation between an electron-positron pair and the polarizations of X" 
and 1\ -particles in the reaction ~ 0 ~ ,1 -t <..,. +.fl,- are con~idered. As was shown in/4/, a 

pair of internal conversion 
1
remembers1 well the direction of the gamma-quantum polarization. Therefore, 

a considerable correlation between z:-o and 1\ polarizati~ns and the orientation of a pair should be 
expected. 

We calculate the density matrix for the 1\- particle generated in the reaction depending upon 
the variables characteristic of a pair orientation. 

The matrix element for the process under consideration may be written as ( seel21, the notations 
are also explained there ) 

. {;t) (l m :t ::; r;, S2!' Q ~!'-" -~ ~$) I where 

~(t-) ~ .J(+I(Kz._} 1M 7\(oJ6:vKv 2:0) I' r /IF"f r~ 't /'1 f 
n(-, ~c-> 1(ii;ii; -
It = (K2} f # /) {!)056f"':: L(p) 
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Sc = e _;;;;z' ii(-cJrJ).llf{s) 't II t;s;, I 

K=;>-Cj I 
K. 2.:.:;. K.2..-Ko2. 

,.,r:tJ 
In the expressions for J f the terms proportional to 

contribution due to the gauge invariance. ( K/' JL/' = 0 
.Y, , are omitted, since they do not make a 

),. Also are omitted the terms ,.._~e., which 

make a small contribution. The accuracy allowed may be estimated, it is found to be z 1%. Therefore, 

-f>(K~ is assumed to be r1(1J). 

ln the rest system of a :Z: 
0

- particle its polarization state is described by the density matrix 

f:£ = j_ ( 1-t-5--1{:). 

The state of the generated /)- particle is described by the density matrix 

J~ll := m/z ?r/ .,_ 
where ?1J is taken in the rest system of a Z" ~ particle. As a result of simple calculatior)s, by neg

lecting the terms A-: we obtain the expression for P:!: ( with an accuracy up to a common fac-
1"111"- /A 

tor): 

Here 

f,..c+-, = lt:rz. 1'1/z:~siJ.I..-/(~z.+($rz1r~-.t.ii(n-ifJ + 
'tt;~~o N11 

- 2.. . · - -=-c-JJt;;r=lJl~('c-tS-K.) 
-r K•(Kf'z:}K + If,. r~.r<-J(Pzt ,.,,'!.!] , 

fi f.:-J /{E-'ff""" Kztz. 3 Llr:vz 9 ~2 (;.Mz. ?../-0)~ 11 == I - - - " -o<.Cl.. + -- K. t/(.'z: k. 
1Ce1So /17:. :l .<. · ~ 

_ ~ ...., {:;_ ~2 _ :!.. ""z /(_z;_e. ...,_ K4_L ) r:,}~;;/ J"{'l+.r-.c), 

n = (tSJ 
/(.Z:S]f} 

Lf(a.Pz:)a + l ~ a. oZ 1'111 .,t / z J · J<f' . 

Ci -:fc + (tf) 7;, -tl·£ 
/... 0 .ttt/1 J 

~ K: ..... ~ 
<5i are the Pauli matrices. Introduce the. unit vectors Cle. = 

1
r, , vV ..L at: and that lying in the plane 

of a pair, and fl. :.(az.»]). Then, averaging over the rest variables, we obtain the following expressi

ons 
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pJ-l ~ :(.St!/7(;-oPr{e0:Pe)G7iE)f%/J 

-o. 68f?lf}- o.~o(.l(ii;.i/J(.Y<ij ~&. 

One can see that the ratio of the conversion coefficients for ( +) and ( - ) parity is equal to 1.13, 
what agrees with the calculations made in/1,2/. 

-

Further we have 

f;, .,v = (6'" vl7 average
7 

etc. . 

For the case of ( +) parity For the case of ( -) parity 

···································································································································· 
+ 0,41 Pz:"" 

:::. - 0.41 'fZIJ 

:. 'f>z.11! 

~"" = - 0.44 PZ.A/ 

YAn = + 0.36 ~r It 
~~ = - 0.92 ?iae 

Here ~.v', ~.41 etc are the projections of the polarization vector along the direction 

H etc. As is seen from the Table, there is an essential difference between ( + ) and ( - ) par-
ties, which may allow to distinguish experimentally these two cases. 

The polarization of Z: 
0 

may be determined, as is known/2,5/ by determining the polarization o( 

A- particles in the decay .L 
0 ~ 1\ + ~ ( ~ 'W'e'tAF: - S i{;_ ) , whereas the polarization of 1\ 

- by the asymmetry in· its decay. A shortcoming in the proposed way of determining the relative 

parity of L:" and /\ consists in the necessity of having Z o with a sufficiently high polarization 

( A sufficiently high polarization of a Z: • is needed for the suggested way to be favoUrable from the 

point of view of statistics). However, there is a possibility that .L:o may be obtained considerably po

larized·in the production in the reaction Ji'i-p -'IZ10t-l<01 (for £,.-....I BeV ), as it holds for r -t 

generated in the reaction .JT.,. -t r ....., z+ +I<+' 

Thus, a suggested way for determining the relative parity of ~., and 1\ <o may prove prac
tically convenient. 

We are grateful to V.I. Ogievetsky and to L.B. Okun for discussion and remarks. 
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